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The Shop
That is what my Grandmother called it. My Grandfather 
and she started the salvage business with little in the 
way of financial foundation and education. My Grandfa-
ther’s education stopped at the 7th grade and she had a 
9th grade diploma. 

Being a mechanic allowed him to see a niche where 
profit could be made. This is where he said his inspira-
tion came from to begin a salvage company. My Grand-
mother said it was because he was too stubborn to work 
for anyone else.

I remember watching them at night after supper dishes 
were cleaned and before the evening news, sit down and 
work on their company ledger.  

They inspired me to be a business owner someday. All I 
needed to do is find my niche.

A tattoo I designed and received at the age of 15

The previous page is a picture of Paul Lafayette Strange (the man in the 
middle) entrepreneur of Strange salvage.
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Art
I bought my daughter a paint by numbers project at 
the local craft store for Christmas one year thinking 
that she would really enjoy it. But the look on her face 
that Christmas morning said something totally differ-
ent. It was more like, “Mom what were you thinking”. 
Bless her though she tried it for a couple of strokes 
and soon became bored.  A couple of months later I 
found the project in the trash along with the dried up 
paint. While salvaging it, I heard my daughter’s voice 
say mom you cannot finish it, the paint is dried up and 
the colors have to match the numbers or else it will 
not look right. 
My reply was, with art one can make up their own 
rules.

Salvaged
painted in 2000
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Reflection
Created in 2013 for GIT 334 at A.s.u. using adobe photoshop
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To exist or not exist
Created in 2013 for GIT 334 at A.s.u. using adobe photoshop
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Sky Walkers
Created for fun in 2013 using adobe photoshop
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The Jaded bamboo
Created in 2013 for GIT 237 at A.s.u. using Html and css
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Virtual zoo 
Created 2013 for a GIT  class at A.s.u. using xml, html, and css
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Playing with a virtual pet 
Created in 2013 for a git class at A.s.u. using javascript, html, and css
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Agit micro site
Created in 2013 for GIT 418 at A.s.u. using html, css, and jquery

When I was a child I was told by some that I was not smart enough to go to college. Later I learned 
I have dyslexia. I want to say thank you to all involved at Arizona State University for allowing me to 
prove to the naysayers in my life, that they were wrong.
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Being a tech at an elementary school there is 
no telling what kind of job you may be asked to 
do. 
One day my boss walks up with a laminated 
piece of paper in his hand and asks if I can fix 
the resolution so it can be used for a project. I 
told him yes it could be done but I would need 
to clean it up first and that it would take some 
time. 
He was disappointed when after two days the 
piece was not ready. I was working on it in my 
own time at home because the school did not 
own Photoshop. The following Monday the 
project was completed. 
For the Bosses that don’t understand one must 
take a .......

Deep Breath
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Squash blossoms
Created for fun in 2013 using adobe photshop
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F.a.c.e  header
Created for the blackwater community school web site in 2013 using adobe photoshop

Blackwater community school’s git club

This is the HTML submission created by a 5th grader at Blackwater his name cannot be used so he gave himself the secret ID of 
Skull-face. Over the autumn break I added a little Java Script and a little style to the project. When the class starts we will be learning 
the importance of style and how to code .css sheet. The students can then add the style they create by clicking the button.
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Html created by Skull-face in 2013
.css created for educational purpose at blackwater community school in 2013
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blackwater community school micro site
Created to help both the school and the community in 2012
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Customers
My first paying customer gave me one of their business cards and three pages of 
text about their company. From this I was expected to build their site. So with the 
help of Photoshop and Paint and a small program called ColorPic, I cropped and 
stripped the extra off of the card and with these images I made the website that 
the customer wanted. 
Later when I suggested to add photos because as everyone knows a picture is 
worth a thousand words, they did so in an abundance. Note to self, charge for the 
images.
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Photoshop was used to strip most of the background from the body. I chose 
to keep some of the white background on the fish to give the illusion of swim-
ming.
It was easier to adjust the new background color by using the ColorPic. 
Paint was used to add the text to the buttons. I know that Photoshop has the 
ability to add text but I like how Paint shows a bigger example of the font one 
may want to use. 
I could not find the exact type of font that was used on the business card so I 
chose to do something totally different. In the end the clients were happy and 
that is all that matters.

Step 1
Created for Barracuda

Step 3
Created for BarracudaStep 2

Created for Barracuda

Step 4
Created for Barracuda

Photoshop, ColorPic, paint, and Time
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Barracuda Bead Blasting Web site
Created for client in 2013
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MoonChild Design Inc.
Web site crated and established in 2013



<html>
<head><title>Bulletin Board</title></head>
</head>
<body>
<form name=’input’ action=’insert.php’ method=’post’>
    Name:<br />
    <input type=’text’ name=’name’ /><br />
    Message:<br />
    <textarea rows=’10’ cols=’50’ name=’blog’></textarea><br />
    <input type=’submit’ value=’send’/>
</form>
<?php
    $xmldoc = new DOMDocument();
    $xmldoc->load(‘blog.xml’, LIBXML_NOBLANKS);

    $blog = $xmldoc->firstChild->firstChild;
    if($blog!=null){
        while($blog!=null){
            echo $blog->textContent.’<br/><br />’;
            $blog = $blog->nextSibling;
        }
    }
?>
</body>
</html>

<?php
    header(‘Location:index.php’);
    $xmldoc = new DOMDocument();
    $xmldoc->load(‘blog.xml’);
    
   
    $newAct = $_POST[‘blog’];
    $date = date(“h:i m/d/Y”).”<br />”;
    $name = $_POST[‘name’].”<br />”;
    
    $notes = $xmldoc -> getElementsByTagName(‘notes’) -> item(0);
    $newNoteElement = $xmldoc -> createElement(‘note’);
    $newTimeElement = $xmldoc -> createElement(‘time’);
    $newNameElement = $xmldoc -> createElement(‘name’);
    $newBlogElement = $xmldoc -> createElement(‘blog’);    
  
    $newDate = $xmldoc -> createTextNode($date);
    $newTimeElement -> appendChild($newDate);
    $newName = $xmldoc -> createTextNode($name);
    $newNameElement -> appendChild($newName);
    $newText = $xmldoc -> createTextNode($newAct);
    $newBlogElement -> appendChild($newText);    

    $newNoteElement -> appendChild($newTimeElement);
    $newNoteElement -> appendChild($newNameElement);
    $newNoteElement -> appendChild($newBlogElement);

    $notes -> appendChild($newNoteElement);

    $xmldoc -> save(‘blog.xml’);
?>

<?xml version=’1.0’ encoding=’us-ascii’?> 
<notes>
 <note>
  <time>00:00</time>
  <name>ME</name>
    <blog>Test</blog>
 </note>   
</notes>
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Coding a Simple blog

 
Even the flux and flow of code is an 
art form where one can create within 

the rules of the code.


